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Scald Injuries

A scald injury occurs when contact with hot liquid or steam damages
one or more layers of skin.
Some of the more common sources of scald injuries are:

 Hot tap water
 Hot beverages
 Hot food
 Steam

Deaths and Injuries

 There are approximately 4,000 deaths a year from fire and burns
 25,000 hospitalized in burn centers
 600,000 burn injuries treated in hospital emergency departments
 Nearly half of all burn injuries treated in hospital emergency

departments and one-third of admissions to burn centers are scald
injuries

Burn Severity

Burns are classified according to the severity of tissue damage.

 A first degree burn causes redness and swelling in the outermost
layers of the skin.

 A second degree burn involves redness, swelling and blistering.
The damage may extend to deeper layers of the skin.

 A third degree burn destroys the entire depth of the skin.  It can
also damage fat, muscle, organs, or bone beneath the skin.
Significant scarring is common, and death can occur in the most
severe cases.

Water Temperature
Time for a third
degree burn to

occur*
155°F 68°C 1 second
148°F 64°C 2 seconds
140°F 60°C 5 seconds
133°F 56°C 15 seconds
127°F 52°C 1 minute
124°F 51°C 3 minutes
120°F 48°C 5 minutes
100°F 37°C safe temp for bathing

* Source: American Burn Association

Boiling water occurs at 212° F.
Simmering water occurs between 185° to 200°F.
Hot beverages served in restaurants are between 160° to 180° F.

Job Site Hazards that Can Lead
to Scald Burns

 Slip or trip hazards can cause workers to
stumble or fall.  Slips, trips and falls are
common events leading to restaurant
worker burns.  Many serious burns occur
when employees slip and reach to steady
themselves.  This action often knocks hot
liquids off of counters/stovetops on to the
worker.

 Carrying full containers
of hot liquids is very
dangerous, to the
employee carrying the
container and to those
working around them.

 Cooking with boiling
water, hot oil or other hot liquids puts you
at risk of being burned from splashes or
spills.  Follow all safety procedures when
cooking with hot liquids.

 Working with or around pressurized
cooking equipment is also dangerous.  If
pressurized equipment is not properly
maintained or used, it can explode causing
serious steam injuries.

 Steam from microwaves can reach
temperatures greater than 200° F rapidly
in covered containers.  Puncture plastic
wrap or use vented containers to allow
steam to escape while cooking in the
microwave, or wait at least one minute
before removing the cover.  When
removing covers, lift the corner farthest
from you and away from your face or
hands.

 Cleaning deep fryers or around deep
fryers are common
tasks associated with
burn injuries in many
restaurants.  Extreme
caution should be used
when cleaning the deep
fryer and surrounding
kitchen areas.
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What EMPLOYERS can do to reduce the
risk of a scald or burn injury

 Place microwaves at a safe height within easy
reach for all users to avoid spills.  The face of the
person using the microwave should always be higher
than the front of the door.

 Provide splash screens for frying foods.
 Maintain equipment to ensure that lids are tight

fitting; handles are securely attached on vessels
that contain hot liquids.

 Ensure workers are trained on the hazards of hot
liquids and safe work place practices.  Supervisors
should encourage, and when necessary, enforce
safety rules and best practices.

 Designate someone each shift to be responsible for
immediately cleaning up spills.

 Ensure someone on each shift knows and can use
first aid procedures for managing burns.

 Always practice good housekeeping, keep floors
clean of liquids and other debris.  Slips, trips and
falls are responsible for almost a third of all
restaurant scald burns.

 Use non-slip matting, no-skid waxes or coat floors
with grit, especially in areas where cooking oils and
other liquids may spill.

Recommendations specifically for Deep
Fryers

 Install a gravity feed chute on deep fryers to an
external receptacle so that workers do not have to
handle hot waste cooking oil.

 Install automatic food lowering devices for fryers.
 Provide and use splash guards on fryers.
 Ensure employees keep a clear area around and

above deep fryers to keep things from falling into a
deep fryer.

 Train and enforce proper cleaning procedures for
ventilation components or filters.  Do not allow
anyone to stand on the hot fryer or a nearby uneven
surface, for any reason.  Have workers use a ladder
or stepstool to reach any equipment, and ONLY
when the oil is cool and securely covered.

What EMPLOYEES can do to reduce the
risk of a scald burn injury

 If manually transferring hot liquids ensure the
liquid is at a safe level for carrying (1/2 full), use
splash guards, or secure lids for all vessels
containing hot liquids.

 If transferring hot liquids using a rolling cart, ensure
the vessel is secure on the cart so that sudden stops
or jarring will not allow the container to tip or fall.

 Carefully handle microwaved liquids, assume they
are hot.  Microwaved foods and liquids can reach
temperatures greater than boiling without the
appearance of bubbling.

 Always practice good housekeeping, keep floors
clean of liquids and other debris.  Slips, trips and
falls are responsible for one in three restaurant
scald burns.

 Use hot pads, potholders, or appropriate size gloves
or mitts when appropriate.

 Wear protective shoes; open toed shoes, sandals or
boots, where hot oil can pool, are not appropriate.
Also wear shoes with slip-resistant soles to avoid
slipping or falling.

Recommendations specifically for Deep
Fryers

 Use splash guards when cooking with deep fryers.
 Keep a clear area around and above deep fryers to

ensure things do not fall into a deep fryer.
 Don’t stand on the hot fryer or nearby uneven

surface, for any reason.  Use a ladder or stepstool to
reach filters or ventilation equipment above the
fryer, but ONLY when the oil is cool and securely
covered.

 If adding solid grease to a deep fryer, place the
grease in the basket then lower into the hot oil, do
not put directly into fryer.

 Be aware cold and frozen foods placed in a deep
fryer will cause popping and splashing of the grease.

The most important things you can do is to make sure you are aware of how to assess
burn hazards in your workplace and how you can reduce your risk of being burned or
burning one of your co-workers. Good communication between co-workers,
understanding and following all of the safety procedures at your workplace can help
to reduce your risk of a serious, potentially life altering injury from a scald burn.


